
The seven narrative  bronze  mirrors of ancient 
Japan that make up the   Sea-Dance genre will, 
if properly studied, greatly widen our view of 
early Japanese history,  art, and religion. Among 
them stands out the so-called Shuryō-mon-kyō 
(Hunting-Pattern Mirror), here called Jimmu’s 
Mirror, the richest and most striking of all an-
cient Japanese bronze mirrors, the main subject 
of our study.

Housed in the Tokyo National Museum, Jim-
mu’s Mirror, as a masterpiece of Japanese art1, is 
often pictured and has always appealed to lovers 
of ancient Japan. The reliefs on its back show 
fourteen lively, arm-swinging dancers that are 
the largest  human fi gures found on any mirror 
in Japan. New, however, and argued here, is that 
these fi gures represent well-known  heroes of the 
ancient legend. Their identifi cation as set forth 
in the following will bring back to life the Mir-
ror’s epic and mythic sweep.

A riddling mirror

The four  deer among the dancers have led 
scholars to think of Jimmu’s Mirror as por-
traying a  hunting scene or ritual2. Yet it depicts 
no  hunting. The  deer stand quietly between the 
dancers and are not fl eeing, as they would if 
they were hunted. They thus belie the Mirror’s 
conventional name Shuryō-mon-kyō, Hunting-
Pattern Mirror’. Those who have seen here a 
 war dance rather than a  hunting scene were 
undoubtedly right3, for not only do the danc-
ers brandish  weapons of war, but in ancient 
Japan  deer were a part of cultic dances (below, 
fi gs.  44 and 45).

If the Mirror depicts a  war dance, then who 
are these warriors, and which war do they fi ght? 
Those in the outer band are dancing in high 
 feather, while those in the inner band are throw-
ing their  weapons down and running away. As 
it belongs to a group of mirrors decorated with 
 human fi gures, the Mirror dates to the years 
around 250–350 of our era4, and victories cel-
ebrated then in Japan are very likely those of the 
 Yamato rulers who just then established their 

long-lasting sway5. The dancers on the Mirror’s 
outer band thus seem to be  Yamato warriors, 
while those on the inner band are their foes. 
Bringing so many, and so widely differing war-
riors together, the Mirror is likely to have a 
weighty story to tell6. Could it be Japan’s oldest 
and foremost war tale, Jimmu’s legendary  East-
ern conquest as recorded in the eighth-century 
Kojiki, Kujiki, and Nihon shoki 7?

Introduction

1 The most recent publication is Kurumazaki 2002, 53. 
The Mirror is said to be from the mound at Yawatabara 
in the Takasaki City area,  Gumma Prefecture, yet reli-
able archaeological context is lacking (Takahashi 1915, 
338; Gōda 1991, 74; Umezawa 2003, 6). By 1914 it had 
found a place in the  Emperors’ household collection.

2 Most decidedly so Naora Nobuo, who stated: ‘This is 
the best example of an ancient group hunt  .  .  . The men 
of the outer circle are beaters who drove the  deer into 
the fence and surrounded them. One of them, without 
a weapon and raising his hands, is their  leader. The 
four men of the inner circle do the real  hunting’ (after 
Gōda 1991, 72). Hunt: Hosaka 1957, 99; Okada 1965, 
376; Saitō 1965; Kidder 1964, 56 f.; 1966, 171 and 187 
(doubtingly); Ueda 1973, 125; Tanaka 1977, no.  139 
(doubtingly); Tokyo National Museum website 2009: all 
following Takahashi 1915, 342 f.  Hunting ritual: Gōda 
1991. Alternatively, a  shaman’s agricultural ceremony 
(Sahara / Harunari 1997, 104), spirits of ancestors, or a 
simulated war: Ōtsuka et al. 2000 (alternative opinions 
to pl.  13); or a dance at a festival: Saitō 1965 359–362; or 
a celebration of harvest fertility: Shitara 1991; Umezawa 
2003, 7. The most thorough study, so far, is that of 
Gōda 1991 (with a discussion of earlier literature, not 
repeated here), who argues that because of their  feather 
badges the dancers are shin jin priests.

3 A war scene or  war dance: Kobayashi 1965, 99 f.; 
Higuchi 1979, 370; Gotō (referred to by Kanaseki 1991, 
189); Sahara / Inokuma 1990, 152; Ōtsuka et al., 2000, 
pl.  13 (caption): ‘Armed warriors with  shields,  swords, 
and  spears, led by a  shaman who does not have a weap-
on’.

4 Thus, convincingly, Akatsuka 1995; 2000, 71 and 78; 
2005: Jimbutsu-kaiga-mon-kyō. Kusaka / Kaneda 1970, 
134: Early Kofun period. Ōtsuka et al. 2000, pl.  13, 
suggest a fourth-century date, Sahara / Harunari 1997, 
20: fourth-century, Early Kofun period. 

5 Brown 1993; Shiraishi 1999; Barnes 2007; Kidder 2007. 
Celebrating a victory: Sahara / Inokuma 1990, 152.

6 Thus Tsuboi Kiyotari in Kanda 1978, 98.
7 The Kojiki (‘Record of Ancient Matters’) completed in 

712 C.  E.; the Nihon shoki (‘Chronicles of Japan’), com-
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a  club (fi g.  10), all of which is recorded in the 
legend in great detail.

Readers may want to verify these identifi ca-
tions on the color plates to see for themselves 
whether the match of the sixth, seventh, and 
  eighth warriors with Jimmu’s   allies of the  Ukai, 
 Ukashi, and  Kume is correct. They will fi nd 
that it is and that the Mirror thus depicts the 
same tale as the legend.

The Mirror, moreover, lists Jimmu’s   allies in 
exactly the same sequence in which they ap-
pear in the Kojiki. Figure 1 shows this sequence 
to be geographically compelling, as it lays out 
the course of Jimmu’s advance from the  sea to 
 Yamato.

The sequence of the  allies’ appearance on 
the Mirror fi ts the legend so well, it is hard to 
doubt that the Mirror depicts Jimmu’s tale as 
told in the legend. We thus will call it ‘Jimmu’s 
Mirror’.

If more proof be needed that the Mirror de-
picts Jimmu’s  conquest of  Yamato, the paint-
ings and drawings in the  Gorōyama and Takaida 
graves, discussed in the chapter on Kofun  art, 
will supply it, independently of the above.

Legend and history

If indeed the Mirror, cast no later than the mid-
fourth century, tells the same tale as the legend, 

one can hardly escape the conclusion that the 
legend was formed already in Jimmu’s own time 
or shortly thereafter, and therefore truly refl ects 
 historical events. Over the years, several schol-
ars have come close to taking Jimmu’s legend 
seriously10. To take it as largely true, however, 
will come as a shock to historians who, by and 
large, tend to deny the legend and reject Jimmu 
as the founder of Japan.

Well aware that our fi ndings are likely to 
meet with deep-seated disbelief, we state cat-
egorically that we did not seek this result, but 
that archaeological evidence lead us to it. We 
have taken pains to claim nothing outside the 
carefully limited way in which we present the 
evidence, and, mindful that work like this must 
not only be consistent in itself but also un-con-
tradicted by facts outside its chosen path, we 
have been as circumspect as we could.

We also took heart from the fact that the 
myths and symbols we found on the Mirror 
and on related works of art are all well borne-
out by worldwide archaic parallels such as those 
studied by Mircea Eliade. 

We therefore ask readers to suspend disbelief 
until they have given the evidence a fair hearing. 
If so, the Mirror, set forth as a work of  art and 
as a  historical source, photographed, described, 
and put into a framework of Kofun  art and leg-
end, will yield some of its secrets and shed light 
on the dawn of Japan.

 

10 There have always been scholars who considered parts 
of the legend historically true, such the legend’s tales 
about the  Kume warriors: Aston 1896, XVII; Uemura 
1957; Naumann 1981, 104 ff., reviewing much literature; 
Ōkubo 1981, 45 ff.; Sakamoto 1991, 57. More recently: 
Yasumoto 1999 and 2005.


